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/EINPresswire.com/ -- Delving into

modern poetry at its finest and

offering a symphony of emotion with

each flip of the page.  

With the abundance of the heart, the

hand writes and pages speak, and to

have them sing is the truest form of

everything. It communicates and

touches the spirit of every reader

through the blurred lines between

poetry and lyrics, each expressing the

human experience in the most unique

manner.  

Introducing "The World Around Me," a

captivating collection of poems and songs penned by the talented Shawn Jackson. Indulge into

the subject of modern poetry, where every verse is a testament to life's myriad of

emotions—loss, love, and everything in between. 

In ‘The World Around Me,’

every word is a note, every

verse a melody—a

symphony of life’s essence,

waiting to be felt and

heard.”

Shawn Jackson

This book is comprised of the different elements of

emotion encapsulated in words and made to be a pattern

of rhythm and a cadence of the soul, making it appealing

to anyone seeking a book that can stir their feelings and

reflect on a deeper understanding of one’s perspective of

love, loss, and life’s intricacies that have innately

convoluted scenarios. Nevertheless, people perchance

relate as they share the same pain, delight, and struggle. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/World-Around-Me-Shawn-Jackson/dp/B0CWSG31WC/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&amp;dib_tag=se&amp;dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.M9sRdurkETa-OT5RmgOMTRNZWDmg3JznBoqsrN_nQeoV4U_oZR-qbgCDwreREIfjwXsr3eLgVzGN8G38c6SlLqDqyC4HRSw_-00l40v0OHNOibHkMqP8p1heUiyeuAf41J0Hqux50QEcoTZO-NeMF6yBcZMeVaa2ayuezX5Ri3-lNzBysu7JC38QRuys_yU92gxV8RRsCt3VFPEXfbo7tknKi6LtjBUEb-RveONbk-U.njxMBxXC0uGuYu4av6J8PmJuruCTCBX_hob-leYz650&amp;qid=1713657429&amp;sr=1-1


Signing books at Barnes and Noble for "The World

Around Me and Songs and Poetry"

The first time Shawn Jackson ever published a book

in her life and it happened to be "The World Around

Me With Songs and Poetry"

Jackson's words resonate deeply,

offering both clarity and raw honesty,

with a sharpness that pierces the soul

and a lucidity that illuminates the

human experience. Poetry enthusiasts,

literature lovers, avid readers are

encouraged to journey through the

depths of these verses, each line a

lyrical masterpiece waiting to be

savored. 

For poetry aficionados, rejoice in the

authenticity of Shawn’s voice and the

skillful crafting of each rhyme. This book

allows the readers to be transported by

the haunting melodies of this anthology,

awakening the poetic spirit within

through the author’s artistic vision.  

Shawn writes, "The World Around Me" is

a tapestry of wisdom and insight,

seamlessly blending cutting-edge

commentary with tender reflections. It's

a work that speaks to the resilient spirit

in all of us, evoking profound responses

that linger long after the final page.”

Shawn Jackson's words strike a chord

and create an emotional landscape

where readers can deeply connect and

find solace. 

This anthology is more than a book; it's

an essential addition to any poetry

lover's collection. Take the opportunity

to witness the magic within its pages.

The author invites readers to explore

the poetic flair of the author’s style of

writing as it creates an immersive

experience for the audience. In essence,

this innovative fusion of verse and lyrics

elevates “The World Around Me.”  

To gain deeper insight about the author,

Shawn Jackson, and her heart-stirring



Shawn and her daughter flying in a hot air balloon on

her birthday celebrating her years

This picture of the Obama family was presented with

the book around "The World Around Me with Songs

and Poetry" at the White House when Obama was

President

books, visit her website:

www.authorshawnjacksonbooks.com.

Here, readers can view the highlights of

each book. Readers are encouraged to

provide feedback and share their

thoughts about the books by sending it

through Gmail:

shawnspoetryside9@gmail.com.  
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